Researching
Statues

A research
guide to get
you talking
about
statues...

Libraries and Archives

Some of the bigger libraries and archives have material and
resources available online but the best way to find out more about
their collections is to visit in person. However, it's best to double
check their website to see if they are offering this service at this
time or if you need to book a time slot to visit collections.

Tobar an Dualchais/Kist o Riches gives you instant access to
around 50, 000 audio recordings from the sound collections of the
School of Scottish Studies Archive, The Canna Archive and the BBC
Scotland Archive. Its principal content is songs, music, history,
poetry, traditions and stories, recorded from the 1930s onwards.
Go - get exploring!
The School of Scottish Studies Archives at Edinburgh
University has a huge collection of material relating to the cultural
traditions of Scotland.

The National Library of Scotland offers catalogues, databases and
access to reading rooms. Though it's best to check their updates
on opening hours and access times. They also offer access to
fascinating digital collections - hurray!

Historic Envrioment Scotland's Archives and Library offer over five
million historic photographs, drawings and more! They're worth
checking out but you will not be able to visit the HES Archives and
Library without booking online in advance so get in touch first.

Glasgow Women’s Library is the only accredited museum in the UK
dedicated to women’s lives, histories and achievements, with a
lending library, archive collections and innovative programmes of
public events & learning opportunities. How wonderful!

Scran provide educational access to digital materials representing
material culture and history. They host images, movies and sounds
from museums, galleries, archives and the media and are one of the
largest educational online services in the UK! It's also worth checking
out their wonderful twitter account for content and remember to
check their terms on copyright and accreditation of materials.

Websites and Resources
Black History Month Scotland have fantastic resources such as
their Hidden Stories Map and articles that reclaim narratives highlighting figures from Scotland's murky history and connections
with transatlantic slavery. Definitely worth a read!
Historic Enviroment Scotland (HES) have a fantastic blog series
exploring lesser known narratives of Scotland's history and it's
historic sites such as their black history series, women's history
series, and LGBT+ series which gives a wonderful chronological
overview of LGBT+ history in Scotland using archives and research.
As part of Book Week Scotland 2020, Lisa Williams (author, poet
and founder of the Edinburgh Caribbean Association) and Hannah
Lavery (award winning poet) created a virtual walking tour,
exploring Scottish poetry links to slavery via Edinburgh landmarks.
It's a wonderful piece of work with fantastic disscussions and you
can catch it here along with an extended podcast.
Archive.org is a digital library of internet sites and other cultural
artefacts in digital form. Their mission is to provide universal
access to all knowledge!
Happy researching! Go forth and explore...
We can't wait to find out what treasures you unearth and what
stories you will tell.
We will continue to offer book recommendations, articles and
signpost to archives via our social media channels so keep an eye
on:
@scotstoryforum
#TalkingStatues

